Te Matauru Primary Enrolment Scheme
The enrolment scheme for Te Matauru Primary School in Rangiora has been confirmed.
As many of you will know, earlier this year the Te Matauru Primary Establishment Board of
Trustees consulted with the community on the school’s new enrolment zone boundaries.
Thank you to all those who took the time to provide the school with feedback during the
consultation.
Following the consultation process, the Ministry of Education has met with the board and gained
agreement for an amended scheme that will help make effective and efficient use of the new
school and will give it the ability to provide for future growth.
The school’s proposed enrolment scheme home zone has been amended from that consulted on
to reduce the risk of potential overcrowding at the new school.
Te Matauru would also like to acknowledge the time, effort and support from Fernside, Rangiora
Borough, Ashgrove and Southbrook Schools.
We all share the responsibility of a sustainable school network for our area and we have worked
together to ensure the best approach for primary education in Rangiora. The intention is for the
four primary schools to have dedicated zones in the future, any changes will be worked through
as part of ongoing discussions with our communities.
Together we will continue to provide a positive influence on Rangiora primary students learning.

What I need to know
The enrolment scheme comes into effect on 01 January 2020, in the meantime Te Matauru
Primary School will now be taking pre enrolments.
 The school is taking enrolments for year 1 to 8 students.
 The school is not taking any out of zone enrolments in 2020.
 Those in an area where enrolment schemes overlap will have a choice of school within
those schemes to enrol at.
 In Term 2, 2020 the four Rangiora primary schools, including Te Matauru Primary, will review
their enrolment schemes.
You can find more information on the enrolment scheme boundary, including a map and written description, on the school’s website www.tematauru.school.nz

